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The legal bit (KPMG)

This communication provides information about the STMicroelectronics (Bristol) Retirement 
Benefit Scheme and is not to be construed as advice under the Financial Services and Markets 
Act 2000 or otherwise.

Neither the Trustee of the STMicroelectronics (Bristol) Retirement Benefit Scheme or any of its 
advisers can provide individuals with any advice. 

KPMG LLP is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority for investment 
business activities. 

All references to legislation are to UK legislation and are based on current understanding of 
current UK law and HM Revenue & Customs practice which may change at any time. 

All comments in this communication are based on current understanding – in the case of 
discrepancies the underlying Trust Deed and Rules and legislation will prevail.

If you are unsure as to any aspect of what to do with your pension you should obtain 
independent financial advice

You can contact an independent financial adviser in your area by looking at the IFA Promotions 
Website www.unbiased.co.uk

We request that members of the audience do not record any part of this communication –
the Trustee will provide a formal follow up to this meeting for all members in due course.

http://www.unbiased.co.uk/
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Purpose of the meeting between the Trustee and members

Key objectives:

Would the Trustee ensure that all future 
“Town Hall” meetings are available to all 
members by some means or that a full 
transcript is provided to them promptly 

after such meetings?

To answer some 
of the more 

common 
questions 

received from 
members

To provide an 
update on the 

Scheme

To maintain open 
dialogue with 

members
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Agenda

1. Introductions

2. Trustee duties

3. Recap from 2015 meeting

4. 2014 Valuation Update

5. Scheme membership update

6. Recap: Increases to pre 93 pensions –
Trustee’s legal position

7. Other common questions

8. Changes to Lifetime Allowance & 
Annual Allowance

9. Further questions?
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Trustee Board – introductions

Phil
Morris

Jonathan 
Edwards

Tony 
Gore

Jon 
Frosdick

Trefor 
Southwell

Andrea
Talpo

Company 
Appointed
Deferred 
member

Company 
Appointed
Pensioner 
member

Member 
Nominated
Pensioner 
member

Member 
Nominated
Pensioner 
member

Member 
Nominated
Deferred 
member

Company 
Appointed

No benefits in 
Scheme

Trustee = STMicroelectronics (Bristol) Pension Trust Limited
Run by six Trustee Directors

All Trustee Directors have equal power and responsibility

Will the Trustee give an undertaking to review the current 
MNTD selection procedure to make it more transparent and 
give the scheme members the opportunity to vote for their 

members on the basis of one member/one vote?

Could we have a vote at 
the 24 February meeting 

on this matter?
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Duties of trustees

Key role:  To ensure there is enough money 
to pay the pensions required by the 

Scheme’s Rules as and when they need to 
be paid

Act in line with 
the trust deed 

and rules

Act prudently, 
responsibly and 

honestly

Act in the best 
interests of all 
beneficiaries

Consider 
powers 

provided 
under the 

Rules

Act impartially

Note - the Trustee does not have the sole power to run the Scheme nor does it have 
the power to control other parties such as the Company or the Pensions Regulator
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Triennial 
Valuation –
effective at 
31 March 2014

Bristol Site Closure

Recap from 2015 Town Hall meeting

March 2014:  
Bristol site 

closed
Edinburgh 
operations 
continue Trustee and 

Company 
agree what 
mitigation (if 

any) is 
required

Scheme Sponsor
STMicroelectronics NV 

& other Group companies
No legal obligation to the SchemeDoes this 

materially 
affect the 

covenant of the 
Sponsor?

STMicroelectronics R&D
“Service” company to ST NV

Scheme’s legal sponsor

STMicroelectronics (Bristol) Retirement 
Benefit Scheme

0%

25%

50%

75%

100%

125%

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026

Fully funded
Source: KPMG
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31 March 2014 Valuation Update

■ Progress has been made since the last meeting and we hope to be able to sign the valuation 
off shortly

■ We have been constructively working with the Company and the Pensions Regulator 

■ As a result we are now close to agreeing the overall valuation ‘package’

■ The Trustee continues to monitor the covenant provided to the Scheme by the Company

■ A new recovery plan has yet to be agreed

Integrated 
funding 

plan

Regulator’s Guidance

Trustee’s duty: 
To act in the best 
interests of all 
beneficiaries

Trustee’s role:
To seek to ensure the 
‘best’ deal possible for 
Scheme members, 
which is why the 
process has been 
taking so long
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Covenant update - recapitalisation of STMicroelectronics R&D

STMicroelectronics R&D
Scheme’s legal sponsor

£16 million

The recapitalisation 
means that 
STMicroelectronics 
R&D’s balance sheet 
position has improved
This has improved the 
covenant provided to 
the Scheme

STMicroelectronics 
R&D raised 16 million 
£1 shares which have 
been purchased by 
STMicroelectronics NV 

Share 
Capital

STMicroelectronics NV 
No legal obligation to the Scheme
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Questions Received on the Recapitalisation

Following the recapitalisation what 
other progress or agreements have 

been made between the Trustee and 
ST NV regarding valuation, 

strengthening of the covenant, review 
of provisions and elimination of the 

deficit?

What is the impact financially of the 
recapitalisation of R&D in itself e.g. 
by how much of the deficit does it 

reduce/eliminate?

Following the recapitalisation of R&D 
please confirm the intention to ensure the 
business will continue as a going concern 

under the umbrella of the ST family of 
businesses.
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Scheme membership

2016
Total 

members:
945

2015
Total 

members: 
951
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Source: KPMG
Note includes both DB and DC membership
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Recap: increases to pre 93 pensions – Trustee’s legal position

The Trustee’s ability to pay discretionary increases is covered by the Scheme’s 
provisions for benefit augmentations

Augmentations 
– current policy 
for payment

Augmentations to benefits can only be awarded if all of the following 
conditions are met:

1. The Company agrees that an augmentation is appropriate

2. The Company provides explicit funding for that augmentation

3. The Trustee is satisfied that the benefits required to be paid under 
the Scheme's Rules are already sufficiently secure

Trustee’s duty: 
To act in line with the 
Scheme’s Trust Deed 
& Rules

Trustee’s role:
To seek to ensure there 
is enough money to pay 
the pensions required by 
the Scheme’s Rules as 
and when they need to 
be paid
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Questions received on pre 93 pensions

Re the proposed resolution under Section 251 
of the Pensions Act 2004 - The second half of 

the final sentence, under Background note 3 of 
the Notice to Members on p.8 of the Newsletter, 
must be expressed in stronger terms. Not only 

MUST augmenting members’ pre-93 benefits be 
considered before the Trustees even 

CONSIDER “returning any surplus to Scheme 
employers”, but also any such augmentation 
must be IMPLEMENTED before any return of 

surplus to the Scheme employers”

At the 2015 meeting the chairman agreed that the 
problem of pre-93 increases would be taken up again with 

the Company once the covenant/funding negotiations 
were concluded. Are we closer to a conclusion and can 

the Chairman give the same undertaking?

In the recently published Report and 
Accounts for ST R&D it was shown the 

Scheme was not in deficit. Can the Trustee 
explain why the Accounts say one thing 

and Trustee another?

We would like an absolute firm 
irrevocable commitment from the 

Trustee that no funds will be returned 
to the Company until annual 

increases for all pensions are the 
same and the Trustee discretion over 

pre-93 increases is eliminated
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■ Annual newsletter, plus extra updates as and when 
needed

■ Important information will be disseminated to all 
members in a timely manner

■ The Trustee can communicate with members 
electronically

■ But we require members’ email addresses to do 
this (we only have around 20% at the moment)

■ Until we have a situation where the majority of 
email addresses are known we will continue to 
send paper mailing

■ Payslips?

Other common questions

Can member 
communications be 
sent out 
electronically?

Can we get more 
regular updates on 
the Scheme?
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Changes to Lifetime Allowance & Annual Allowance

Annual Allowance Lifetime Allowance

£40,000Previously:

From
6 April 2016:

£10,000

£40,000

For every £2 of income 
above £150,000 the 
annual allowance is 

reduced by £1

£1,250,000Previously:

From
6 April 2016: £1,000,000



Questions?
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